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 exe files on my disk are the drivers. I've already tried to install the files on my Windows 7 x64 machine (SP1) by extracting
them, but the system says they are not supported for 64-bit OS. I know the chip is old, but I need to get it working, in case I

replace the chip with a new one. Here are the files: EWS_88MT_E_1441655765_win7.exe
EWS_88MT_E_1441655765_win7.inf EWS_88MT_E_1441655765_x64.exe EWS_88MT_E_1441655765_x64.inf I tried to
install them by extracting them on my hard disk, but I can't get them to work. What am I missing? How can I install these files?
I don't have any other OSs installed, just windows 7 x64 Thanks in advance. A: I found the solution! I just followed the guide

here, since the installation was easy and it worked for me. It also has some useful information on how to install a Terratec card.
Q: data analysis with R: error while loading shared libraries My PC is running CentOS 6.3. The operating system is 64 bit. I

installed R 2.15.2 and then I tried to install the R package gdata. The installation resulted in the following error: Error in
dyn.load(file, DLLpath = DLLpath,...) : dlopen(DLLpath, 6): image not found I installed it using "sudo yum install gdata". That
package is broken for 64-bit installs. From the source code: #!/bin/sh # This file was generated by acore 1.7 # Make sure that
SONAME of this package is core # Keep it UNMANAGED if you want to pass security updates # to your users set -e if [ -n

"${1}" ]; then INSTALLER=dyninst/install.sh INSTALLER_FLAGS=-p core/gdata PREFIX=@prefix@
INSTALL=$PREFIX/bin/gdata OTHER=$ 82157476af
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